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Backward-Facing Step Flows for
Various Expansion Ratios at Low
and Moderate Reynolds Numbers
This paper is concerned with the behavior of flows over a backward-facing step geo
for various expansion ratios H/h51.9423, 2.5 and 3.0. A literature survey was carrie
out and it was found that the flow shows a strong two-dimensional behavior, on the
of symmetry, for Reynolds numbers ReD5rUbD/m below approximately 400~Ub
5bulk velocity and D5hydraulic diameter). In this Reynolds number range, tw
dimensional predictions were carried out to provide information on the general inte
properties of backward-facing step flows, on mean velocity distributions and stream
Information on characteristic flow patterns is provided for a wide Reynolds num
range, 1024<ReD<800. In the limiting case of ReD→0, a sequence of Moffatt eddies o
decreasing size and intensity is verified to exist in the concave corner also at ReD51. The
irreversible pressure losses are determined for various Reynolds numbers as a func
the expansion ratio. The two-dimensional simulations are known to underpredic
primary reattachment length for Reynolds numbers beyond which the actual flow i
served to be three-dimensional. The spatial evolution of jet-like flows in both the str
wise and the spanwise direction and transition to three-dimensionality were studied
Reynolds number ReD5648. This three-dimensional analysis with the same geometry
flow conditions as reported by Armaly et al. (1983) reveals the formation of wall jet
the side wall within the separating shear layer. The wall jets formed by the span
component of the velocity move towards the symmetry plane of the channel. A self-s
wall-jet profile emerges at different spanwise locations starting with the vicinity of
side wall. These results complement information on backward-facing step flows th
available in the literature.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1760532#
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1 Introduction and Aim of Work
This paper is concerned with two- and three-dimensio

backward-facing step flows and provides results obtained by t
ough numerical computations for various expansion ratios an
wide Reynolds number range. Although numerous investigati
have been carried out on this topic, an insightful and comp
understanding of the physical origin of flow separation and vor
formation has hitherto been not clear. The major reason for
lies in the fact that an analytical treatment of the flow is n
available and hence experimental and numerical investigations
involved. Most studies on backward-facing step flows were c
ried out for a limited number of relevant parameters such as R
nolds number ReD5rUbD/m, expansion ratioH/h and aspect ratio
W/h. Here D52h denotes the hydraulic diameter of the inl
channel with heighth, H the channel height in the expanded r
gion andW the channel width. Other definitions of the Reynol
numbers found in the literature will be provided in Section 3
Because of this situation, distributed results are available in v
ous publications. Furthermore, the existing investigations are
tially incomplete with respect to the relevant parameter sets
require extensions to provide the basis for a sufficiently deta
fluid mechanical knowledge of backward-facing step flows. T
paper is a contribution to improve the present unsatisfactory s
ation, at least for the Reynolds number range 1024<ReD<800
and the expansion ratio range 1.9423<H/h<3. The flow obeys
the laws of two-dimensionality on the vertical mid-plane, i.e.
the plane which is equidistant from the two side walls, up to

*Present address: Mechanical Engineering Department, Indian Institute of T
nology, Kanpur-208016, India.
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Reynolds number of 400. For this range of Reynolds number
fairly complete description of the flow is provided. Attempts ha
been made to explain the mechanisms that are responsible fo
difference in the prediction of primary recirculation length f
two- and three-dimensional simulations.

The backward-facing step flow was already of interest ev
when fluid mechanical problems used to be addressed only
potential flow theory. As shown by Lee and Smith@1#, potential
flow theory permits the treatment of the backward-facing s
flow yielding a streamline pattern which does not indicate a
separation or recirculation region behind the step. Hence pote
theory does not provide the generally expected separation of
flow at the upper corner of the step, nor does the lower cor
yield a region of vortices as expected from the consideration
Moffatt @2#. Moffatt predicted under specified conditions the e
istence of a sequence of vortices near corners as shown in F
for ReD→0. Early numerical predictions of backward-facing st
flows, see, e.g., Roache@3#, Taylor and Ndefo@4# and Durst and
Pereira@5#, did not show any separation at the upper corner of
step for low Reynolds numbers. However, a separated region
predicted at the lower corner that contained a single vortex onl
careful analysis of the flow in sudden expansions was carried
by Alleborn et al.@6# and it was indicated that, at least at lo
Reynolds numbers, the lower corner contains a sequence of M
fatt vortices. It was concluded by Alleborn et al.@6# that the ear-
lier numerical predictions were carried out with insufficient n
merical grid resolution to resolve the smaller vortices at the low
corner. Hence high-performance computers are needed to c
out detailed studies of backward-facing step flows, even at
Reynolds numbers. Furthermore, since the early work to pre
the backward-facing step flows, new numerical methodolog
such as the multigrid method~see, e.g., Brandt et al.@7#, Hack-
busch@8#! or local block refinement~see, e.g., Lange et al.@9#!
have been introduced into computer programs for solving
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Navier-Stokes equations more efficiently with a faster conv
gence rate. It is also claimed that most of the numerical pre
tions on backward-facing step flows that have been carried
have not resolved the corner singularity at the step and its e
on the velocity field, see Ladeve´ze and Peyret@10#.

Furthermore, the mechanisms that are responsible for incr
ing primary reattachment length resulting from the tw
dimensional to three-dimensional flow transition are not co
pletely understood. One possible reason for the difference in t
and three-dimensional predictions could be the effects initiate
the side walls of the channel, see Armaly et al.@11#. Durst et al.
@12# have observed a symmetry-breaking bifurcation leading
one short and one long primary separation zone in a sud
expansion flow.

This paper provides a brief literature survey carried out to su
marize the existing knowledge on backward-facing step flows
der the conditions mentioned above. The basic equations and
numerical solution methods, including the boundary conditio
employed, are summarized in Section 3. In Section 4 the res
are provided and the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Backward-Facing Step Flow: A Brief Literature
Survey

The study of backward-facing step flows constitutes an imp
tant branch of fundamental fluid mechanics. The interest in su
flow was intensified with the experimental and numerical work
Armaly et al.@11#. They presented a detailed experimental inv
tigation in a backward-facing step geometry for an expansion r
H/h51.9423, an aspect ratioW/h535 and Reynolds numbers u
to ReD58000. The flow appeared to be three-dimensional ab
Reynolds numbers close to 400. Around this Reynolds num
they observed a discrepancy in the primary recirculation len
between the experimental results and the numerical predicti
Also, around this Reynolds number, a secondary recircula
zone was observed at the channel upper wall. Armaly et al.@11#
conjectured that the discrepancy between the experimental m
surements and the numerical prediction was due to the secon
recirculation zone that perturbed the two-dimensional characte
the flow. The normalized value of the reattachment length sho
a peak at ReD'1,200. The decrease in recirculation length beyo
a Reynolds number of 1,200 was attributed to the effect of R
nolds stresses.

Fig. 1 Moffatt eddies in a concave corner for 2 aÄ60 deg. The
values describe the relative intensities „Moffatt †2‡….
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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Kim and Moin @13# computed the flow over a backward-facin
step using a method that is second-order accurate in both s
and time. They found a dependence of the reattachment lengt
Reynolds number in good agreement with the experimental d
of Armaly et al. @11# up to about ReD5500. At ReD5600 the
computed results of Kim and Moin@13# started to deviate from
the experimental values. The difference was attributed to
three-dimensionality of the experimental flow around a Reyno
number of 600.

Gartling @14# developed a solution procedure using a Galerk
based finite-element method for steady incompressible flow ov
backward-facing step geometry. His results compared well, e
cially with respect to the bottom wall separation zone, with t
results of Kim and Moin@13#.

Lee and Mateescu@15# performed an experimental and nume
cal investigation of air flow over a two-dimensional backwar
facing step for ReD<3000. The hot film sensor measurements
ReD5805 and expansion ratioH/h52.0 were found to be in
agreement with their numerical predictions with respect to
locations of the separation and reattachment points on the u
and lower walls.

Kaiktsis et al.@16# identified the bifurcation of two-dimensiona
laminar flow to three-dimensional flow as the primary source
discrepancies appearing in comparisons of numerical predict
and experimental data. They also observed that irrespective o
accuracy of the numerical schemes, the experimentally meas
recirculation lengths~Armaly et al.@11#! were consistently under
estimated above a Reynolds number of ReD5600. They found that
all unsteady states of the flow are three-dimensional and dev
for Reynolds number ReD>Rec'700. Furthermore, they detecte
that the downstream flow region is excited through the upstre
shear layer with a characteristic frequencyf 1 . The supercritical
states (ReD.700) were found to be periodic with another incom
mensurate frequency,f 2 .

Durst et al.@12# observed the formation of secondary sepa
tion zones in the two-dimensional numerical simulations of
symmetric sudden-expansion flow. This observation is similar
what is found in the backward-facing step flow. Both the expe
ments and the predictions confirm a symmetry-breaking bifur
tion leading to one short and one long primary separation zon

Kaiktsis et al.@17# revisited the backward-facing step flow an
found that the unsteadiness in step flow was created by conve
instabilities. Another important conclusion of this study is that t
upstream-generated small disturbances propagate downstrea
exponentially amplified amplitude with a space-dependent sp
in the range 700<ReD<2500.

Heenan and Morrison@18# conducted experiments for a Rey
nolds number (ReS) based on the step heightS of 1.93105 and
suggested that while the flow is likely to be convectively unsta
over a large region, the global unsteadiness, driven by the
pingement of large eddies at reattachment is the cause of
frequency oscillations calledflapping.

Le et al.@19# conducted direct numerical simulations of turb
lent flows over a backward-facing step at a Reynolds numbe
ReS55100 based on step heightS and inlet free-stream velocity
and an expansion ratio of 1.2. The instantaneous velocity fie
reveal the variation of reattachment length in the spanwise di
tion that oscillates about a mean value of 6.28S. The flow exhibits
strong streamwise vortical structures.

Kaltenbach and Janke@20# investigated the effect of sweep o
the transitional separation bubble behind a backward-facing
using direct numerical simulation. In this context they also p
formed simulations for the unswept case at ReS53000. The flow
upstream of the step was laminar and shear-layer transition
place prior to reattachment. Comparing the results for zero sw
from two simulations using either steady inflow conditions or t
same velocity profiles with superimposed low-amplitude rand
disturbances, they found out that the flow field downstream of
step is very sensitive to the type of inlet boundary conditions. T
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 363
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changes in global flow features which are due to sweep, see
be fairly independent of the specific transition scenario.

Williams and Baker@21# investigated laminar flow over a three
dimensional backward-facing step geometry. The full thr
dimensional simulation of the geometry of Armaly et al.@11# for
100<ReD<800 correctly predicts the reattachment lengths a
confirms the effect of three-dimensionality. They also found t
the side walls result in the creation of a wall jet, located at
lower channel wall and pointing from the side wall towards t
channel mid-plane.

Chiang and Sheu@22# performed three-dimensional simulation
of the laminar flow in a step geometry with an expansion ra
similar to that of Armaly et al.@11# for various Reynolds number
and aspect ratios. They found that the flow at the plane of s
metry develops into a two-dimensional like profile only if th
aspect ratios are increased up to 50 and higher.

Recently, Barkley et al.@23# carried out a three-dimensiona
linear stability analysis for the backward-facing step flow with
expansion ratio of 2. They showed that the primary bifurcation
the steady, two-dimensional flow is a steady, three-dimensio
instability. Furthermore, the critical eigenmode is localized to
primary recirculation region consisting of a flat roll.

Nie and Armaly @24# presented the results of laminar force
convection flow in a backward-facing step geometry. Th
showed that the size of the primary recirculation zone and
maximum Nusselt number increase with increasing step hei
They also indicated that the jet-like flow that develops near
side wall impinges on the stepped wall, causing a minimum
develop in the reattachment length near the side wall.

3 Numerical Methodology

3.1 Governing Equations. An incompressible fluid with
constant fluid properties is assumed. The dimensionless gover
equations expressing the conservation of mass and mome
are, in Cartesian coordinatesxj , as follows:

]uj

]xj
50, (1)

]ui

]t
1

]~uiuj !

]xj
52

]p

]xi
2

1

Re

]t i j
mol

]xj
(2)

wherei , j 51 – 3. The Cartesian velocity components are deno
uj and the pressurep. t i j

mol describes the molecular momentu
transport, which for a Newtonian fluid can be expressed by

t i j
mol52mS ]ui

]xj
1

]uj

]xi
D . (3)

The only non-dimensional parameter appearing in the govern
equations is the Reynolds number. For the flow problem con
ered, the following definition is used:

Re5ReD5
rUbD

m
, (4)

wherer andm are the density and the dynamic viscosity, resp
tively. As mentioned before,Ub denotes the bulk~average! veloc-
ity of the inlet flow, which corresponds in the laminar case
two-thirds of the maximum inlet velocity. In the present inves
gation the notation of Armaly et al.@11# is used, whereD is cho-
sen as the hydraulic diameter of the inlet channel, which
equivalent to twice its height,D52h. For the definition of the
characteristic length, different options are used in the litera
leading to the following additional definitions of the Reynol
number:

Reh5
rUbh

m
,
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whereh is the channel height upstream of the step andS denotes
the step height~see Fig. 2!. All three definitions are in use for
backward-facing step flows, which requires a clear statemen
the definition applied~here: ReD in order to avoid confusion!.

3.2 Geometry of the Flow Domain and Boundary Condi-
tions. The geometry of the flow problem was chosen in acc
dance to the experimental setup of Armaly et al.@11# sketched in
Fig. 2. The expansion ratio is defined byH/h511S/h, i.e., by
the ratio of the channel heightH downstream of the step to th
channel heighth of the inflow channel, whereS denotes the step
height. In addition to Armaly et al.’s expansion ratio ofH/h
51.9423, two other configurations with larger step heightsSwere
considered, i.e.,H/h52.5 and 3.0. For the three-dimensional pr
dictions, the aspect ratioW/h was set to 35 and only half of the
geometry is taken into account assuming symmetry atz5W/2.
Furthermore, the two-dimensional computations are restricte
this symmetry plane. The assumption of spanwise symmetry
the three-dimensional computations was carefully checked by
ditional simulations based on periodic boundary conditions
spanwise direction. The predicted results for the plane of sym
try (z5W/2) using both types of boundary conditions were fou
to deviate negligibly, e.g., the discrepancies with respect to
computed length of the different recirculation regions were fou
to be about 0.01%.

Upstream and downstream of the step, the channel length iLu
andLd , respectively. Note that in the present study all geome
cal length scales are made dimensionless based on the ch
height h. In order to simulate a fully developed laminar chann
flow upstream of the step, a standard parabolic velocity pro
with a maximum velocityUmax53/2Ub is prescribed at the chan
nel inlet (x52Lu) for the two-dimensional model. For the three
dimensional simulations a curve fit of the experimental data
Armaly et al.@11# was used as the inlet conditions. In the lamin
range, the measured profile of Armaly et al. was close to the
lution of the fully developed duct flow with a rectangular cros
section~see White@25#! showing a slight deviation from the two
dimensional parabolic profile.

Based on a series of simulations carried out with different
stream lengthsLu showing no influence on the predicted resu
past the step forLu>5h, a distance of five times the chann
heighth upstream of the step expansion was verified to be ab
lutely sufficient. This coincides with data reported in the literatu
At the outlet of the computational domain (x5Ld) the flow
should be fully developed again. Hence, the application of sim
outflow conditions assuming zero gradients of all flow variables
typically sufficient. However, to be on the safe side, we also tes
a convective boundary condition~Orlanski @26#! at the outflow

Fig. 2 Sketch of the flow configuration and definition of length
scales
Transactions of the ASME
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plane, but that yielded no deviations to the Neumann condit
The convective boundary condition ensures that vortices can
proach and pass the outflow boundary without significant dis
bances or reflections into the inner domain. This property w
justified based on large-eddy simulations~LES! for various flows
~see, e.g., Breuer and Rodi@27# or Breuer@28,29#!.

In the range of Reynolds numbers investigated, the flow is
fected very little by the outflow lengthLd assuming that the length
of the flow development was correctly estimated before depen
on the Reynolds number. As will be shown below, very sh
outflow length can be chosen for Reynolds numbers belowD
51, whereas for the highest value investigatedLd has to be in-
creased toLd532h. Hence in all cases it was assured that on
one hand the upstream influence of the step does not reac
inflow plane and on the other hand that the flow is fully develop
at the outlet section. At all solid walls Stokes’ no-slip bounda
conditions are applied.

3.3 Numerical Solution Method. For the spatial discretiza
tion of equations~1!–~3!, a finite-volume method~FASTEST-2D!
with a colocated arrangement of the variables was employed
described by Demirdzˇić and Peric´ @30#. The convection and dif-
fusion terms were evaluated using a central differencing sch
of second-order accuracy. As explained in detail in Breuer@29#, a
second-order accurate scheme is even appropriate for LES o
bulent flows and consequently is reliable for the simulation
laminar flows carried out within this study. For the pressure c
culation, a pressure-correction equation taking mass conserv
expressed by equation~1! into account was solved iteratively wit
equation ~2!. The entire procedure follows the well-know
SIMPLE algorithm~‘‘ ‘ Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linke
Equation’ ’’ ! proposed by Patankar and Spalding@31#.

Details of the discretization and the pressure-velocity coup
are given by Demirdzˇić and Peric´ @30# and Peric´ et al. @32#. A
nonlinear multigrid scheme was employed for convergence ac
eration~see, e.g., Brandt et al.@7# and Hackbusch@8#!. For paral-
lel computations, a block-structured grid partitioning and
message-passing strategy were used as described by Durs
Schäfer @33#. In order to improve the accuracy of the numeric
results without a decrease in efficiency and to optimize the u
zation of the available computational resources, a local grid
finement technique was employed~see Lange et al.@9#!. The nu-
merical code FASTEST-2D was verified by a variety of
predictions for different flow problems, especially for the lamin
flow and heat transfer around two-dimensional cylinders at a w
range of Reynolds numbers, see e.g., Lange et al.@34,35#, Durst
et al. @36# and Shi et al.@37#.

In order to investigate whether the predicted results are
independent, extensive refinement studies were carried ou
least partially, the outcome should be presented here briefly.
that purpose we choose the simulations for expansion ratioH/h
51.9423 which were finally based on a grid with about 44,0
control volumes, i.e., the finest grid level~5! of five multigrid
levels. In this case the cross-stream direction was resolved by
CVs using a wall-normal extension of the first CV ofDymin /h
51022. Furthermore, computations on consecutively coarse
grid levels~4, 3, 2, 1! were carried out. As a typical result Table

Table 1 Grid-independence study at Re DÄ100 HÕhÄ1.9423 us-
ing five consecutively refined grid levels „finest grid Ä5, coars-
est grid Ä1…

Grid Level Dymin /h x1 /h Error Error @%#

Richardson extrapolation – 2.70584 – –
5 0.01 2.70305 0.0027933 0.103
4 0.02 2.69467 0.0111733 0.413
3 0.04 2.67253 0.0333133 1.231
2 0.08 2.61510 0.0907433 3.353
1 0.16 2.36366 0.3421833 12.646
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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shows the predicted length of the primary recirculation len
x1 /h at ReD5100 for all five grid levels. Based on the wel
known Richardson extrapolation one can obtain an approxima
of the exact solution also provided in Table 1. Using this ex
value the absolute and relative errors of the numerical solution
all five grid levels can be determined. It is obvious that the err
monotonically converge towards zero and are only 0.103% on
fifth grid level. If the absolute error is plotted versus the gr
spacing~not shown here! with a double-logarithmic scaling of the
axes, the slope is as expected for a second-order scheme, at
for the finest grid levels 4 and 5. Additionally, other quantiti
were taken into account for these extensive refinement stu
clearly demonstrating that the results presented in the pape
sufficiently accurate on the finest grid level. These gr
independence studies were repeated at different Reynolds n
bers and expansion ratios. For the cases with larger expan
ratios H/h52.5 and 3.0, the total grid resolution has to be i
creased to about 189,000 and 208,000 CVs, respectively. Fu
exceptions will be explained in Section 4.

Furthermore, in order to exclude all possibility of doubt, t
predictions were partially re-run with a second finite-volume flo
solver, LESOCC. This code is based on a 3-D finite-volum
method for arbitrary non-orthogonal grids~Breuer and Rodi@27#,
Breuer@28,29#!. In accordance withFASTEST-2D, all fluxes are
approximated by central differences of second-order accur
However, time advancement is performed by a predictor-corre
scheme consisting of a low-storage multi-stage Runge-K
method~second-order accuracy! for the momentum equations an
an implicit solution of the pressure correction equation. Hence
method is especially adapted for three-dimensional unste
flows, but can also be used for two-dimensional and steady-s
predictions. Furthermore, it is highly vectorized and additiona
parallelized by domain decomposition allowing efficient comp
tations on high-performance computers.

In the present study,LESOCC was used for the three
dimensional cases and the validation purpose mentioned ab
For the three-dimensional predictions, a grid consisting of ab
4.2 million CVs was employed. Similar to the two-dimension
computations, the wall-normal direction was resolved by 1
CVs, whereas for the spanwise extension 100 CVs were used
course, the grid was stretched towards all walls with smallest w
distances of the cell faces ofDymin /h5Dzmin /h51022. Conse-
quently, ax-y cross-section of the grid for the three-dimension
cases was basically identical to the finest grid level of the co
sponding grid for the two-dimensional predictions which w
verified to be sufficiently fine above.

4 Results of Flow Predictions
For the presentation of the results we first start with the gen

description of the two-dimensional flow field presented for o
expansion ratio and a wide range of Reynolds numbers. Then
address the issues related to various expansion ratios. Su
quently, we discuss in detail the flow fields for the thre
dimensional simulations and identify the spatial spanwise str
tures. In a subsequent section, we attempt to predict some inte
parameters of practical interest.

4.1 Two-Dimensional Predictions

4.1.1 Flow Field. Figure 3 shows streamlines of the stead
state flow field for an expansion ratioH/h51.9423~'2! and a
Reynolds number range 1024<ReD<102. This expansion ratio
was considered in the experimental study by Armaly et al.@11#
and the same value has been used for a set of numerical co
tations. The flow over the backward-facing step is tw
dimensional and non-oscillatory in the region of ReD<400. This
observation was well supported by three-dimensional simulati
additionally carried out usingLESOCC. The results of the two-
dimensional and three-dimensional computations are comme
rate with the experiments of Armaly et al.@11#.
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 365
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Fig. 3 Flow in the vicinity of the step. Expansion ratio HÕh Ä1.9423; 10À4ÏReDÏ102. „a… ReDÄ0.0001;
„b… ReDÄ0.1; „c… ReDÄ1; „d… ReDÄ10; „e… ReDÄ50; „f… ReDÄ100.
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In Fig. 3~a!–~c!, the streamline patterns for ReD51024, 1021

and 1 are depicted. In all three cases shown, the flow follows
upper convex corner without revealing a flow separation. Furth
more, a corner vortex is found in the concave corner behind
step. In this range of very small Reynolds numbers (1024<ReD
<1), the size of this vortical structure is nearly constant vary
betweenx1 /h50.350 ~for ReD51024) and 0.365~for ReD51).
Under these conditions, the effect of inertia forces can be assu
to be negligible compared with viscous forces often denoted
molecular transport. Hence the flow resembles the Stokes flo

For a detailed analysis, the governing equations for the gen
case of Navier-Stokes flow given by Eqs.~1! and~2! are rewritten
in a streamfunction-vorticity formulation eliminating the pressu

]c

]y

]v

]x
2

]c

]x

]v

]y
5

1

ReD
¹2v (5)

with

u5
]c

]y
, v5

]c

]x
and v5

]u

]y
2

]v
]x

. (6)

The stream functionc and the vorticityv are related by

v5¹2c. (7)
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For the description of creeping motion (ReD→0), the vorticity
transport equation~5! reduces to the right-hand side of this equ
tion, which in combination with Eq.~7! yields a biharmonic equa
tion for the stream functionc :

¹4c50. (8)

This can be solved subject to appropriate boundary conditio
Based on analytical work, Moffatt@2# derived an expression fo
the complex stream function for the flow in the vicinity of sha
corners. In polar coordinates (r ,u) with the origin in the corner,
the solution reads

c~r ,u!5Kr l@cos~~l22!a!cos~lu!2cos~la!cos~~l22!u!#.
(9)

The complex coefficientK is determined by the nature of th
far-field flow. The complex exponentl satisfies the nonlinear al
gebraic equation

l tan~la!5~l22!tan~l22!a (10)

where 2a defines the angle between two rigid boundaries. Un
the condition 2a,146 deg Moffatt@2# showed the existence of a
infinite sequence of closed eddies with decreasing size
strength in the sharp corner~see Fig. 1! now known as Moffatt
eddies. Moffatt also demonstrated that even for finite Reyno
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 4 Flow in the vicinity of the step. Expansion ratio HÕhÄ1.9423; ReDÄ1. „a… Zoom of the concave corner
showing the first Moffatt eddy; „b… Increased zoom showing additionally the second Moffatt eddy.
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numbers, the flow in the direct vicinity of the corner can still
described by the creeping flow assumption. It is therefore inter
ing to investigate whether for a finite Reynolds number, Moff
vortices exist in the backward-facing step flow and whether t
can be predicted by numerical solutions of the Navier-Sto
equations. Exemplarily the case of ReD51 was chosen. At the
upper convex corner of the step, 2a5270 deg and hence far be
yond the critical value. In coincidence with the theory, no Moff
eddy is found in the prediction. However, much more interest
is the lower concave corner with 2a590 deg, where the condition
on a for the existence of Moffatt eddies is satisfied.

Trying to capture the corner eddies numerically, a refined sim
lation applying the local grid refinement technique was carr
out. The resolution in either direction near the corner point w
taken asDxmin /h5Dymin /h50.001. The entire domain was d
vided into seven different blocks and in total 310,784 control v
umes were employed. Figure 4~a! depicts the streamlines in th
vicinity of the corner showing the first corner vortex. Additionall
Fig. 4~b! shows a increased zoom of the corner region revea
that the second corner eddy~Moffatt eddy! could be resolved a
the finite Reynolds number ReD51. Based on Moffatt’s consider
ations, an infinite sequence of eddies has to be expected but
reasonable resources it was not possible to resolve the third
subsequent eddies. This is due to the fact that the dimension
successive eddies fall off in geometric progression with a ratio
r n /r n115exp(2.79)'16.28 for thea-value considered~Moffatt
@2#!. Here r n and r n11 are the distances of the center of thenth
and (n11)th eddy from the corner, respectively. The ratio of siz
of the first and second eddies found in the prediction are in c
agreement with the theoretical value mentioned above. Mo
also derived a measure for the intensity of consecutive ed
showing a fall-off with a geometric progression similar to the si
However, for a right-angle (2a590) deg the eddy intensity drop
more rapidly than the size at a ratio of exp(7.63)'2059. These
considerations explain why the resolution of more than two cor
vortices is extremely costly and hence was not taken into acco

Moffatt @2# noted in his paper that the size of the first corn
vortex for ReD→0 is determined by conditions far from the corn
where driving forces agitate the fluid. For the backward-fac
step flow two important parameters are obviously responsible
the far-field flow. The first is given by the geometrical configur
tion, which can be defined by the expansion ratioh/H. The sec-
ond is the Reynolds number. Figure 3 clearly demonstrates
effect of the Reynolds number for a fixed expansion ratioH/h
l of Fluids Engineering
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51.9423. As mentioned above, the size of the first eddy is ne
constant for all Reynolds numbers below ReD51. This is also
depicted in Fig. 5, showing the lengthx1 of the first corner eddy
behind the step~recirculation region! normalized by the step
height S as a function of ReD . However, for ReD.1 the corner
vortex strongly increases in size. As a direct consequence,
corner vortex reaches up to the corner of the step at ReD'10 and
covers the complete face of the step. Hence a change in the e
flow structure is observed and the notation of acorner vortexhas
to be replaced by the notationrecirculation region, which for
ReD.10 better reflects the flow structure. With increasing Re
nolds number the size of the recirculation region stead
increases.

In Fig. 6, streamline patterns for four different Reynolds nu
bers (ReD5200, 400, 600 and 800! are displayed, showing the
increasing size of the recirculation region behind the step up
about x1 /S'12 at ReD5800. Figure 7 shows the variation o
reattachment length as a function of the Reynolds number.
agreement of the present predictions and the experimental re
of Armaly et al. @11# for the vertical mid-plane (z5W/2) is ex-
cellent for ReD<400. However, for ReD>400 a discrepancy be
tween computations and measurements atz5W/2 is visible,

Fig. 5 Length x 1 of the first corner eddy behind the backward-
facing step „expansion ratio HÕhÄ1.9423… normalized by the
step height S.
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 367
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Fig. 6 Flow in the vicinity of the step. Expansion ratio HÕh Ä1.9423; 200ÏReDÏ800; two-di mensional simulations;
„a… ReDÄ200; „b… ReDÄ400; „c… ReDÄ600; „d… ReDÄ800.
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which obviously increases with ReD . In order to improve these
predictions, a variety of computations with different domain siz
different resolutions and flow solvers~FASTEST-2D and
LESOCC! were carried out. However, even on the finest grid a
with an extremely long computational domain, the deviations
served between the measurements of Armaly et al.@11# and the
present simulations could not be reduced. As expected from
vious predictions by Armaly et al. and others~e.g. Kim and Moin

Fig. 7 Length x 1 of the primary recirculation region behind the
backward-facing step „expansion ratio HÕh Ä1.9423… normal-
ized by the step height S

Fig. 8 Length x 4 and x 5 of the secondary recirculation region
„on the roof … behind the backward-facing step „expansion ratio
HÕh Ä1.9423… n ormalized by the tep height S
Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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@13#!, which, however, used much coarser grid resolutions,
deviations mentioned above have to be attributed to the restric
to two-dimensional flow in the computations.

In addition to the primary recirculation zone, there exists
secondary recirculation zone near the upper wall for ReD.400.
The adverse pressure gradient due to the sudden expansion
edge of the step induces this separated flow. In Figs. 6~c! and~d!,
the secondary recirculation region is clearly visible for RD
5600 and 800, respectively. Figure 8 shows the starting posi
of the secondary recirculation zone (x4 /S) and the corresponding
end (x5 /S) as a function of the Reynolds number. The size of t
secondary recirculation zone increases with increasing Reyn
number while at the same time the flow structure is moving in
streamwise direction. Far downstream of the step, the flow rec
ers to a parabolic profile. However, at high Reynolds numb
such as ReD5800, the flow recovery takes more than 20 st
heights.

Figure 9 describes the variation of the primary reattachm
lengths with Reynolds numbers for different expansion rati
namely 1.9423, 2.5 and 3. At Reynolds numbers smaller than
the flow was predominantly two-dimensional. The reattachm
lengths (x1 /h) increase with increase in the expansion ratio;
example, at a Reynolds number of 400, the reattachment len
are 7.708, 10.214 and 12.409 for the expansion ratios of 1.9
2.5 and 3, respectively. The two-dimensional flow becomes
steady with increasing Reynolds numbers. For an expansion
H/h51.9423 the steady character of the two-dimensio
backward-facing step flow was revealed over the entire Reyn
number range (ReD<800) investigated. For the case of expansi
ratio H/h53, the unsteadiness was observed at a Reynolds n
ber of 500. The flow field demonstrated a low frequency osci
tion at this Reynolds number.

Fig. 9 Length of the primary recirculation region behind the
backward-facing step x 1 for different expansion ratios,
HÕh Ä1.9423, 2.5, and 3.0
Transactions of the ASME
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4.1.2 Pressure Losses.An important engineering quantity
for the design of channel systems with varying cross-section
the pressure drop, which defines the performance of pumps
quired. For that purpose, the pressure drop in the backward-fa
step geometry was evaluated for the expansion ratios and
nolds numbers of interest in this study. Based on the tw
dimensional simulations, the total pressure dropsDpt /(0.5rUb,1

2 )
occurring on the axis of the channel are shown as a function of
Reynolds number in Fig. 10 for an expansion ratioH/h
51.9423. The pressure distributions for the Reynolds numb
range 0.005<ReD<25 are basically linear combinations of th
pressure drops in the channels before and after the step, de
Dp1 andDp2 , respectively. For a fully developed laminar chann
flow, this irreversible pressure drop related to friction can be a
lytically determined as

Dp15
l

ReD

Lu

h

r

2
Ub,1

2 and Dp25
l

ReD

Ld

H

r

2
Ub,2

2 , (11)

whereLu andh are the length and height of the channel upstre
of the step andLd andH denote the length and height downstrea
of the step, as sketched in Fig. 2. The quantitiesUb,1 and Ub,2
5Ub,1h/H describe the bulk~mean! velocities in either part of the
channel. Based on the present definition of the Reynolds num
@see Eq.~4!#, the friction coefficient for the channel isl548.
With regard to Eq.~11!, the following aspects should be men
tioned. First, it is obvious why for highly viscous flows~i.e. low
ReD) the pressure decreases linearly in streamwise direction sh
ing different slopes in both parts of the channel. Additionally, it
clear why the dimensionless pressure drop in Fig. 10 was sc
with the Reynolds number ReD leading to matching curves in th
upstream channel over the entire Reynolds number range. I
other losses or gains are of importance, the pressure distribu
are linear combinations of the pressure dropsDp1 and Dp2 as
mentioned for 0.005<ReD<25.

However, this trend of streamwise pressure variation differs
ReD.40. In addition to the irreversible pressure drop discus
above, a reversible pressure rise near the step has to be take
account because its relative importance increased. This pres
rise corresponds to the Bernoulli effect, associated with the
crease in mean velocity due to the sudden expansion:

Dpexp5
r

2
~Ub,1

2 2Ub,2
2 !5

r

2
Ub,1

2 S 12
h2

H2D (12)

Hence the dimensionless pressure rise at the expan
Dpexp/(0.5rUb,1

2 ) is solely a function of the expansion ratio co
responding to the Bernoulli effect due to changes in the flow a
Owing to the special scaling in Fig. 10, the product increases w

Fig. 10 Dimensionless pressure loss Dp t Õ„0.5rUb,1
2

…"ReD in
the streamwise direction of the channel. Expansion ratio
HÕhÄ1.9423; Reynolds number range 5 "10À3ÏRe
ÄReDÏ5"102.
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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increasing Reynolds number. After reaching the peak, the stre
wise pressure distribution in the channel follows again the sa
slope for all Reynolds numbers. Consequently, the total pres
drop in a backward-facing step geometry can be decomposed

Dpt5Dp11Dp22Dpexp1jS r

2
Ub,1

2 D (13)

The last term in Eq.~13! takes into account the irreversible pre
sure drop occurring due to additional losses at the step. In con
to Eq. ~11! given for fully developed channel flow, a slightl
modified formulation ofDp2 is reasonable for the cases where
recirculation region is found behind the step:

Dp25
l

ReD

~Ld2x1!

H

r

2
Ub,2

2 5
l

ReD

~Ld2x1!

h S h

H D 3 r

2
Ub,1

2 ,

(14)

wherex1 denotes the primary reattachment length determined
function of ReD andH/h in Fig. 9. Based on the determination o
Dpt by the predictions, the coefficient of irreversible pressu
dropj was evaluated for various Reynolds number and expan
ratios. The results are shown on a double-logarithmic scale in
11. The value ofj decreases with increasing Reynolds numb
Higher expansion ratios produce higher coefficients of the ir
versible pressure dropj, as expected.

4.2 Three-Dimensional Predictions: Flow Field. At rela-
tively low Reynolds numbers (ReD<400), the mid-plane flow
field in a channel with an expansion ratioH/h51.9423 is accu-
rately predicted by two-dimensional simulations. Beyond a R
nolds number of about 400, the side wall influences the struc
of the laminar flow behind the step. The measured reattachm
lengths at the mid-plane and the predictions of two-dimensio
simulations do not match. The discrepancies between the ex
mental result and the two-dimensional simulation are the con
quence of the three-dimensionality that influences the flow str
ture at the mid-plane of the channel. In order to prove this,
compared the three-dimensional numerical simulation and the
perimental results at three different Reynolds numbers, i.e.,D
5397, 648 and 800. The flow was found to be steady at th
Reynolds numbers. Based on a nominally two-dimensional c
figuration assuming periodic boundary conditions in the spanw
direction, Kaiktsis et al.@16# observed an oscillatory behavior o
the backward-facing step flow beyond Rec'700. In the laboratory
experiment of Armaly et al.@11# using a three-dimensional ste
geometry, the primary reattachment length exhibits a peak
ReD'1200 followed by a subsequent decrease beyond this R
nolds number. This behavior can only be attributed to the actio
the Reynolds stresses which must be present already for slig

Fig. 11 Pressure loss coefficient j in the channel for different
Reynolds numbers ReD and expansion ratios HÕh
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 369
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lower Reynolds numbers. This finding was complemented by
three-dimensional simulation at ReD51300. The unsteadiness o
the flow was observed from the signals at different locatio
downstream of the expansion. In addition to the dominant
quency, f 1 another frequency,f 2 , and the linear combination
(m1f 16m2f 2 , with integersm1 andm2) of f 1 and f 2 are present
in the spectra. Hence in contrast to the observations of Kaik
et al. @16# for the two-dimensional configuration, the limit o
steady flow in the three-dimensional case is expected to b
ReD'1200 characterized by the transitional regime (1,200,ReD
,6,600) found by Armaly et al.@11#. Consequently, the stead

Fig. 12 Comparison of the spanwise location of the reattach-
ment line past the backward-facing step at ReÄReDÄ397, 648,
and 800. Expansion ratio HÕhÄ1.9423; aspect ratio WÕhÄ35;
present numerical 3-D simulation and experimental data of
Armaly et al. †11‡.
370 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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flow behavior predicted for ReD<800 is reasonable and in acco
dance with other simulations~e.g., Chiang and Sheu@22# and
Williams and Baker@21#!.

The comparison between the measured and predicted valu
the primary reattachment lengths on the bottom wall~stepped
wall! at ReD5397 and 648, presented in Fig. 12, shows excell
agreement at different spanwise locations in the channel.
ReD5800 no experimental data are provided by Armaly et
@11#. Figure 12 also demonstrates the increasing side-wall ef
with increasing Reynolds number. At ReD5397 the influence of
the side wall is visible up to about 36% ofW/2, whereas about 54

Fig. 14 Comparison between the boundary of the primary re-
circulation zone and the line of u Õy zwallÄ0. Flow past the
backward-facing step at ReDÄ648. Expansion ratio
HÕhÄ1.9423; aspect ratio WÕhÄ35; a… y *Ä0.046; „b… y *Ä0.154;
„c… y *Ä0.273; „d… y *Ä0.402.
Fig. 13 Surface streamlines of the backward-facing step flow at ReDÄ648. Expansion ratio
HÕhÄ1.9423; aspect ratio WÕhÄ35; „a… Roof; „b… Bottom Wall; „c… Side Wall; „d… Symmetry
Plane.
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and 66% are covered in case when ReD5648 and 800, respec
tively. The results agree fairly well with predictions by Chian
and Sheu@22#.

In order to understand the flow structure better, the limiti
surface streamlines on the channel roof~Fig. 13~a!! and on the
bottom ~stepped! wall ~Fig. 13~b!! are plotted at ReD5648. The
roof eddy extends about 40% of the width to the mid-plane. T
limiting surface streamlines are the streamlines close to the
face ~Hornung and Perry@38#, Chiang and Sheu@22#!. The kine-
matic aspects of the limiting surface streamlines are describe
the singular points, namely nodes, saddle points and foci.
classification of critical points using local solutions of the Navie
Stokes equations was introduced by Oswatitsch@39#. The limiting
streamlines diverge from the line of attachment. Usually this
known as positive streamsurface bifurcation. Figure 13~b! shows

Fig. 15 Contours of the velocity component w on various x -z
planes. y * denotes the dimensionless distance from the bottom
wall; HÕhÄ1.9423; ReDÄ648
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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the diverging surface streamlines and the line of reattachmen
the bottom wall for a Reynolds number of 648. Figures 13~c! and
~d! depict the surface streamlines on the side wall and on
symmetric plane, respectively. The side wall shows the existe
of a foci. All the surface streamlines spiral onto this point. T
streamlines on the symmetric plane resembles with those of
two-dimensional simulation.

We have used the limiting streamlines to determine the bou
ary of the primary recirculation zone on the bottom wall~stepped
wall! of the channel. As described by Chiang and Sheu@22#, the
surface streamlines tend to diverge from the line of attachm
The streamlines on both sides of this line of attachment mov
opposite directions. Figure 14 shows that this boundary l
(x1 /h) is different from the line (xu /h) on which the gradient of
the streamwise component of velocity at the wall (]u/]yuwall) is
zero. It is not incongruous to mention here that quantities suc
x1 /h andxu /h are identical for a two-dimensional flow. The e
fects of three-dimensionality culminate in the creation of a sp
wise velocity component. This spanwise velocity componen
responsible for the difference in the trajectory of the line th
denotes the boundary of the primary recirculation region and
line on which]u/]yuwall is zero, particularly near the side wal
Moreover, it should be mentioned that these two lines are ident
with each other over a span that extends a little more than a
50% of the half channel width in either direction of the symme
plane. The discrepancies observed are more pronounced nea
side wall where thew component of velocity is fairly strong
Another observation is that the reattachment length, based on
criterion of ]u/]yuwall50 which defines a zero wall shear stre
in the streamwise direction, increases near the side wall afte
taining a minimum value. In fact, it reaches its maximum at t

Fig. 16 Velocity vectors at a spanwise location of zÄ1.05;
HÕhÄ1.9423; ReDÄ648

Fig. 17 Development of a wall jet in streamwise direction near
the bottom wall. Spanwise location zÄ1.05; HÕhÄ1.9423;
ReDÄ648; three-dimensional simulation.
MAY 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 371
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side wall. The numerical data reveal this fact, even though it is
very evident from the figure. Our observation is well supported
Nie and Armaly@24#.

The experiments of Armaly et al.@11# indicate that for an ex-
pansion ratio of 1.9423, the flow appears to be three-dimensi
above ReD5400. The transition to three-dimensionality is the p
mary source of discrepancies that appear in the compariso
two-dimensional computation and the experimental results ab
a Reynolds number of 400. In order to address the issues re
to three-dimensionality, we resort to our three-dimensional sim
lation for ReD5648. Figure 15 depicts the development of t
spanwise component of velocity at four different horizontal plan
located aty* 50.046, 0.154, 0.273 and 0.402 from the botto
wall. Figures 15~a!–~d! show the gradual development of isoline
of w velocity over different horizontal planes. Thew velocity is
initiated near the side wall, at the edge of the step as a co
quence of development of a low-pressure zone and the fluid re
culation therein. The zone, influenced by thew velocity, grows
larger as one moves in the perpendicular direction from the
tom wall. The maximum value of thew velocity is found to be
0.23.

Fig. 18 Cross-stream velocity vectors at a streamwise loca-
tion of xÄ6; HÕhÄ1.9423; ReDÄ648
372 Õ Vol. 126, MAY 2004
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The adverse pressure gradient due to the sudden expansi
the location of the step is responsible for the reverse flow toge
with the swirling motion in the spanwise direction, as shown
Williams and Baker@21#. They also showed the three-dimension
spiraling path from the side wall to the central symmetry pla
The swirling flow is responsible for the maximum and the min
mum values that develop near the side wall in the spanwise
tribution of the primary reattachment length~Fig. 12!. The simu-
lation for a Reynolds number of 648 shows a minimum arou
(x55; z51). One noteworthy feature of the three-dimension
laminar flow is the shear layer that emanates adjacent to the
corner, impinges on the step wall and continues in the flow dir
tion as a wall jet. Figure 16 shows the computed streamwise
locity profiles for a Reynolds number of 648 along the length
the channel at a spanwise location ofz51.05. After impingement,
the flow continues downstream into the redeveloping flow regi
A wall-jet-like characteristic feature is demonstrated during
redeveloping stage. Theu velocity profile becomes self-similar in
this regime. We investigate theu velocity profiles at a spanwise
location ofz51.05 away from the side wall over the streamwi
locations ofx512, 14, 16, 18 and 20. Theu velocity profiles are
normalized byumax, the local maximum value and the vertica
distances from the bottom wall are normalized byyhal f* , the dis-
tance from the bottom wall to the location where theu velocity
attains the value of localumax/2. Figure 17 illustrates the self
similar profiles at the lower part of the channel confirming t
development of the wall-jet-like flow. The self-similarity hold
good from the bottom wall untily* /yhal f* 53. The maximum value
of theu velocity profile atx512 is 0.9867, whereas the maximu
at x520 is 0.6474.

Williams and Baker@21# found that yet another wall-jet-like
profile forms at the step plane and grows in strength with incre
ing Reynolds number. They observed the presence of wall je
the channel bottom wall, originated from the side wall and
rected towards the channel mid-plane. The cross-stream velo
vectors~Fig. 18! at a streamwise distance ofx56 indicates that a
wall-jet-like flow, in the spanwise direction, develops in the sep
rating shear layer and moves towards the channel center. The
mation of the wall jet in the spanwise direction is further demo
strated by our simulation at a Reynolds number of 648 in Fi
Fig. 19 Development of a wall jet in spanwise direction near the bottom wall. HÕhÄ1.9423; ReDÄ648. Steamwise
locations: „a… xÄ6 „b… xÄ8.
Transactions of the ASME
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19~a! and ~b!. The jet-like flow that develops in the spanwis
direction is the culmination of the generation of thew velocity
component from the side wall. The flow, predominantly the sh
layer, emanates from the step edge and forms the separation
at the sudden expansion. At aboutx55, the flow impinges on the
bottom wall, adjacent to the side wall and a jet-like flow emana
in the spanwise direction. The jet-like flow continues as a wall
and interacts with the primary recirculation zone. We envisage
wall jet to exist atx56 and 8. Figure 19~a! shows the self-similar
wall-jet profile over variousz locations atx56. The w velocity
distribution alongy at az location was normalized bywmax, the
maximum absolute value of the localw velocity distribution at
that z location. The vertical distance from the bottom wall w
expressed asy* and this was normalized byyhal f* , the distance
from the bottom wall to the point where thew velocity attains half
of its maximum value. It is evident that the profiles at variouz
locations become self-similar in their bottom part, entailing t
development of a wall jet up to the channel mid-plane. The de
tion from a self-similar profile beyondy* /yhal f* 53.2 can be ex-
plained by the difference in flow structure on the upper wa
Figure 19~b! reveals the same flow characteristics of the wall j
at variousz locations atx58.0. The value ofwmax increases from
0.17 to 0.194 as one moves fromx56 to 8. However, a close
examination reveals that this maximum value of thew velocity
decreases further downstream, say atx518, and the wall-jet struc-
ture in the spanwise direction is no longer seen.

5 Conclusions
Laminar backward-facing step flow was investigated for a w

range of Reynolds numbers and expansion ratios by mean
two- and three-dimensional simulations. The following conc
sions can be drawn:

• For a wide range of Reynolds numbers, 1024<ReD<1, a
corner vortex of nearly constant size is found in the concave
ner behind the step. Based on the theory of Moffatt@2#, an infinite
sequence of closed eddies with decreasing size and streng
expected for ReD→0. In the present investigation, the first an
second corner eddies were successfully predicted. Owing to
requirement for excessive computational resources, further ed
with decreasing strength could not be be captured with reason
effort. Surprisingly, the phenomenon of creation of the Moff
eddies~corner vortex! is not restricted to ReD→0 but is also evi-
dent at a finite Reynolds number of ReD51.

• For the Reynolds number range ReD<400 the flow past the
backward-facing step can be predicted successfully by t
dimensional computations. The corner vortex observed for RD
<1 reaches the step height at ReD'10 ~for H/h51.9423) cover-
ing the entire face of the step. Hence thecorner vortexsteadily
evolves into arecirculation regionwith increasing ReD . Based on
the two-dimensional predictions, excellent agreement with the
perimental measurements of the flow field at the vertical m
plane (z5W/2) is found for ReD<400. As expected, this primar
recirculation length increases non-linearly with increasing exp
sion ratio,H/h.

• As one of the most important engineering quantities for
design of a channel system, the pressure losses were evaluat
various expansion ratios and Reynolds numbers of interest in
study. The total pressure loss is subdivided into irreversible p
sure drops related to friction in the channels before and after
step, the reversible pressure rise at the expansion and an irre
ible pressure dropj occurring due to additional losses at the ste
As expected, these losses increase with increasing step heigH
and decrease with increasing Reynolds number, except forD
.200 and large expansion ratios,H/h.

• The three-dimensional predictions at three different Reyno
numbers (ReD5397, 648 and 800! were found to be in excellen
agreement with the experimental results of Armaly et al.@11#. The
effect of the side wall is evident for ReD.400, explaining the
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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discrepancies observed between two-dimensional simulations
the experimental findings in the vertical mid-plane (z5W/2). In
contrast to the observations of Kaiktsis et al.@16# an oscillatory
behavior of the backward-facing step flow was found beyo
ReD'1200, which is in concurrence with the measurements
Armaly et al.@11#.

• In the three-dimensional simulations it was observed that
boundary of the primary recirculation zone, determined by
surface streamlines on the bottom wall, is not identical with
line on which]u/]yuwall at the wall is zero.

• On the bottom wall, a wall jet in the streamwise directio
with self-similar velocity profiles was identified as one of th
main flow structures in the redeveloping region past the step.
thermore, another wall jet in the spanwise direction, which is
rected towards the channel mid-plane, was found near the bo
wall in the recirculation zone.
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